INTRODUCTION

SDOF TEST CASE
Arrangement and description
Consider a one-dimensional spring-mass-damper isolation system having the arrangement depicted in The system parameters are as follows:
actuator current-to-force gain: Def'me the following states:
relative position:
relative velocity:
and (lowpass-filtered) absolute acceleration:
Then the EOMs can be written in standard state-
where -= and _f. = fl/m .
Open-loop transfer functions
The open-loop (OL) system has the following transfer-function description: 
Closed-loop transfer functions
Using all available measurements, the CL system will feed back relative position and absolute acceleration, such
Using the relationships 
maintaining the control current at all frequencies less than or equal to 40 ampsdlag. All noise inputs were assumed to have flat power spectra.
Design filter selection
The rationale for filter selection was first to choose the desired pseudo-sensitivityand pseudo- 
and 
Selected design scenarios
Four design cases follow.
In the first two the pseudo-sensitivity function is more heavily weighted than the pseudo-complementary-sensitivity function; in the latter two, the reverse is true. Figure  14 shows the transmissibility to an indirect acceleration disturbance, with the filter shapes chosen for Case 3; Figure  19 corresponds to Case 4. Note the steeper roll-off in Figure  19 , due to the steeper (+2 slope) initial leg of the pseudo-complementary-sensitivityfunction weighting (Figure 18) .
Explanation:
The weighting on the pseudocomplementary-sensitivity function tells the regulator how much effort to put into indirect-disturbance rejection, as a function of frequency.
Remark and 4, the regulator.
3.
For a given, reasonable set (e.g., see Table 1 ) of weighting filters Vs. and Vr, the location of o) c can be adjusted by trading off the respective weightings of the pseudo-sensitivityand pseudo-complementary-sensitivity functions.
In general, increasing the former and decreasing the latter tends to move the comer frequency to the right.
Explanation:
These effects are consistent with the observations that the pseudo-sensitivity-function weighting can be viewed as a weighting on relative position, affecting effective stiffness;
and that the pseudocomplementary-sensitivity-function weighting is essentially a weighting on acceleration, affecting effective mass. (As with the preceding item, the observer can mask this effect.)
Remark:
Multiplying the pseudo-sensitivityand pseudo-complementary-sensitivity function weightings by a common factor was found to be particularly effective in adjusting the comer frequency. This technique was especially useful in Cases 3 and 4, for which the regulator tended to dominate the observer.
Note that multiplying by a common factor has the effect, at any given frequency, of increasing the larger weighting by a greater amount (additively).
This raises its additive (though not its proportional) contribution to the quadratic cost, so that the controller-design machinery must focus more attention to its reduction.
4.
The regulator gains are not affected by the processor measurement-noise covariances. 
